VTI SCENIC FLOORS

S TA G E A N D D A N C E F LO O R S

27 - EVREUX - Théâtre Legendre

VTI Scenic Floors is a french company specializing in the manufacturing and installation of stage and dance ﬂoors.
We design, produce and set up stage and sprung ﬂoors in theaters, operas, auditoriums, dance halls and other
venues in France and abroad.

Centre des
Congrès
We work upstream with theatre consultants,VALENCIENNES
architects and -technical
directors
to suit
and accommodate each one's speciﬁc demands.
From drawing the initial plans to the completion of the project, we assist, supply technical advice and recommendation
for the complete satisfaction of our customers.

PROJECTS
COMPLETED PROJECTS
(06) MIRAMAS - Theather La Colonne
(10) TROYES - Auditorium
(13) MARSEILLE - Opera
(17) LA ROCHELLE - National Choreographic Center
(33) BORDEAUX - "Bordeaux MECA"
(35) RENNES - "Couvent des Jacobins"
(44) NANTES - "La Fabrique"
(44) NANTES - "Le Grand T"
(57) METZ - Arsenal
(57) METZ - Congress Hall
(59) VALENCIENNES - Congress Hall

(60) COMPIEGNE - Theater Jean Legendre
(66) PERPIGNAN - "L'Archipel"
(75) PARIS - Theater L'Athénée
(75) PARIS - Theater La Colline
(75) PARIS - "La Philharmonie"
(93) BOBIGNY - MC 93
MONACO - Grimaldi Forum
SWITZERLAND - Lausanne - Opera
TURKMENISTAN - Theater Ashgabat
FUTURE PROJECTS
(63) CLERMONT-FERRAND - "La Comédie"
(60) BEAUVAIS - Theater "Le Beauvaisis"
SWITZERLAND - Genève - "La Nouvelle Comédie"
* Other projects upon request

EXPERTISE
67 - STRASBOURG - Salle Munch

From our ﬁrst stage ﬂoor in 2006 to our most recent project at the New Comedy in Geneva,
VTI Scenic Floors thrive on quality from the very beginning, starting with our carefully selected logs
24 - MUSSIDAN - Foyer rural
59 - MUSSIDAN - Salle culturelle

and ending with the successful project hand over.
Our qualiﬁed craftsmen and craftswomen are devoted to providing excellence in every detail.
At VTI Scenic Floors, we supplie and install solid wood ﬂoorboards and panels. We also refurbish
existing ﬂoors by sanding them, followed by a suitable treatment e.g oiling and/or painting.

93 - BOBIGNY - MC 93

A regular maintenance contract will contribute to a longer lasting ﬂoor.
We also build acoustic and decorative panels and acoustic shells.
All our wood goes through our vacuum dryer to adapt its dryness to each venue and therefore
increasing its stability.
TURKMENISTAN - Théâtre Ashgabat

Our supply chain is eco-certiﬁed.
The expertise of VTI Scenic Floors is recognized by the french organization Qualibat.

SUISSE - Opéra de Lausanne

Salle

13 - MIRAMAS - Théâtre de la Colonne

HARDWOOD FLOOR

WOODCOTRAD
TECHNICAL FEATURES
Thickness
Caractéristiques
14-22-27-34mm and more
On demand
Width
On demand
Length
On demand
- Mixed length
- Fixed length
- Multiple length
Layout for joints on joist set up
Species
Oak, beech, spruce, yellow cedar,
other hardwood, other softwood,
tropical wood
Straight edge or chamfer
Tongue / groove

WOODCOTRAD ﬂoors are designed to meet the speciﬁc technical needs
of stage and dance ﬂoors. They are hard wearing and oﬀer
sustainability.
Whether of softwood or hardwood, our ﬂoors are custom made to
meet each venue's speciﬁc requirements.
The wood is dried to best settle in its new environnement.
WOODCOTRAD wood ﬂoor can be left untreated, painted or oiled.

board

paint
oil

product

44 - NANTES - La Fabrique

3 A N D 5 P LY S O L I D W O O D
PANELS

WOODCOPANEL
TECHNICAL FEATURES
Size
Up to 1200x1200mm
On demand
Species
Outside plies : hardwood or softwood
On demand
Inside plies : Spruce, or plywood
Number of plies
3-5-7 plies
100 % massive

WOODCOPANEL is custom made. All solid wood plies are assembled
crosswise for better stability. The wood dryness is pre-balanced to
increase its performance.
WOODCOPANEL is either a 3, 5, 7 ply solid wood panel.
The external wood plies are made upon demand (thickness, species,
grade...).
WOODCOPANEL is abble to withstand heavy loads.

panel

paint
oil

product

13 - MARSEILLE - La Friche Belle de Mai
86 - POITIERS - Auditorium

13- MIRAMAS - Théâtre de la Colonne

DANCE AND STAGE FLOOR

WOODCOFLOOR
TECHNICAL FEATURES
Essence
Oak and Mahogany
Meets the norm requirements
of NF EN-14904 Sols multisports
intérieurs

WOODCOFLOOR is a technical sprung ﬂoor made of solid tongue and
groove boards nailed on a single or double batten system specially
designed for dancers needs whilst also meeting the theatres
requirements.
To perform to the highest standards, dancers rely on the highest
quality ﬂoors to reduce the risks of injury and provide the best possible
features.
WOODCOFLOOR has been designed to be shock absorbing, soft and
with the right degree of grip.
The WOODCOFLOOR dynamics, its ﬂexiblilty and its schock absorbtion
are fundamental qualities for any dance ﬂoor.
WOODCOFLOOR is load resistant and adapted to retractable seating.
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86 - POITIERS - Auditorium

13- MIRAMAS - Théâtre de la Colonne

LIT EDGES

WOODCOLIGHT
TECHNICAL FEATURES
Size
Caractéristiques
On demand

Species
Hardwood
Straight or curved

The WOODCOLIGHT allows light markings of the front stage wooden

Pluggings
Harting
For new or renovated venues

The light beam is integrated in the wooden edge and can be rotating if

edge.

necessary.
It is wired to the console to ease its use.
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35 - RENNES - Couvent des Jacobins

DECORATIVE AND ACOUSTIC
PANELS
ACOUSTIC SHELLS

WOODCOSOUND
WOODCOSOUND panels are designed for decorative and for acoustic
necessities of all types of venues.
They are custom made.They can be set in or removable, one sided or double
sided for rotation.
As sound absorbing or acoustic diﬀusion solutions, their shape and
performances are made upon request.
WOODCOSOUND panels are destined to improve the public and musicians
acoustic confort in orchestra pits and tiers.
WOODCOSOUND panels can also be designed for acoustic shells.

product

13 - MARSEILLE - IMMS

FINISH / MAINTENANCE

Whether in a theater, an auditorium or a
dance hall, the ﬂoor is an essential
technical asset. Its maintenance frequency
depends on its use.
Regular maintenance will contribute to a
longer lasting ﬂoor.
At VTI Scenic Floors, we provide
maintenance contracts on all wood ﬂoor
types from cleaning, for a long lasting
preservation.

60 - COMPIEGNE - Espace Jean Legendre

OUR COMMITMENT
VTI Scenic Floors chooses environmentally friendly supplies and processes to limit the impact on the
ressources of our planet. Our products are eco-certiﬁed.

V T I S C E N I C F LO O R S
ZA le Bois Roux
7 9 3 0 0 S T AU B I N D U P L A I N - F R A N C E

To order, contact us :
+33 (0)5 49 80 52 51 / +33 (0)6 16 16 38 39
contact@menuiseriescenique.com
w w w. m e n u i s e r i e s c e n i q u e . c o m

Partnership

